
Atomic Radii

What is the atomic radii?

The radius of an atom, measured in nm

How do you think it changes across a period? Down a group?

Atomic radii:
• Decreases across a 

period
• Increases down a 

group



Atomic Radii

What affects atomic radii? ie what affects the attraction between 
the valence electrons and the nucleus

• The energy level the electron is in (distance of orbital from the 
nucleus)

• Charge of the nucleus



Atomic Radii

Why does chlorine have a smaller atomic radii than sodium?

Atomic radii refers to the size of an atom. Both chlorine and sodium are located 
in the second row of the periodic table, so the valence electrons are going into 
the same energy level. 

What is the definition of the term. 
Where are the atoms located on the periodic table (and valence electrons). 
How this affects the stated trend.
Why it affects the stated trend and relate back to question.

Chlorine atoms have more protons in the nucleus than sodium atoms so the 
electrons are more strongly attracted to the chlorine nucleus. 

This stronger attraction means that the electrons will be drawn closer to the 
nucleus in chlorine and hence the radius will be smaller.



Ionic Radii

What is the ionic radii?

The radius of an ion, measured in nm

How do you think the size of a cation changes compared to its 
parent atom?
How do you think the size of an anion changes compared to its 
parent atom?

Ionic Radii:
• Cations are smaller than their parent atoms
• Anions are larger than their parent atoms
• Increase down a group



Ionic Radii

What affects ionic radii 
compared to parent atom? 

• Attraction of the nucleus 
to the electrons in the 
valence shell



Ionic Radii
Why do sodium ions have a smaller radii than sodium atoms

Sodium atom and sodium ions have the same number of protons but the 
sodium ion has one less electron.

What is the definition of the term. 
Where are the atoms located on the periodic table (and valence electrons). 
How this affects the stated trend.
Why it affects the stated trend and relate back to question.

When the sodium ion loses an electron it loses an energy level, so it only has 2 
electron shells. Sodium atoms have three electron shells. This loss of a shell 
means that the effective nuclear charge on the electrons is increased.

Losing an electron shell means that the electrons are now closer to the nucleus 
meaning the sodium ion is smaller than the sodium atom.



2013 Exam Q1 b (ii)

Complete worksheet about atomic and ionic radii and exam 
questions
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